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COLLAPSING AND SOULTHEOREM IN THREE-DIMENSION

Tatao YAMAGUCHI
In this article, we present a recent joint work with Takashi Shioya [SY] . We study the topology of three-dimensional Riemannian manifolds with a lower sectional curvature bound collapsing to an Alexandrov space of lower dimension.
For a positive integer n and D > 0, we dénote byJC(n, @) the isometry classes of closed n-dimensional Riemannian manifolds M with sectional curvature ^ -1 and diameter ^ JD. The Gromov precompactness theorem IG] implies that for any infinité séquence {M,} mJù{n, t S>) there is a convergent subsequence of M,, with respect to the Gromov-Hausdorff distance, whose limit is a compact Alexandrov space X of dimension n and curvature > -1. We now assume that M, itself converges to X and consider the following: PROBLEM 1. -Describe the topology ofM% by using the geometry and topology ofX. Here L(l x ) is the length of the space of directions I x at x.
In
We describe the situation of Theorem 1 in more detail. It is easy to see that for each € > 0, the set S e (X) of singular points of X at which the spaces of directions have lengths less than 2n -e is finite. Note that one can apply the fibration theorem on a compact domain X € of X away from X -S € (X) for a small e. Thus a compact domain M,(e) of M, converging to X € has the structure of S 1 -fibration over X € . We proved that each component of the closure of Af, -M t (e) is homeomorphic to S l x D 2 and it has a Seifert structure which is compatible to the S 1 -bundie structure over M,(e). In particular, thesetofhomeomorphism classes in the séquence {M,} isfinite.
Note that a regular fibre of Seif,(X) represents the trivial element in n\ (Mi). This is the essential reason for the factorization above.
Let us next consider the case when dimX = 1, i.e., X is isometric to either a circle or a closed interval. When X is isometric to a circle, we observe frons the fibration theorem ([Yl]) that Af, is a fibre bundie over S 1 whose fibre is S 2 or T 2 . The rest in our study is the case when X is isometric to a closed interval. THEOREM 3. -IfX is isometric to a closed interval, then M, is homeomorphic to the gluing ofU and V along their boundaries, where U and V are respectively either D 3 , the twisted product P^xl, S 1 x D 2 orMöxS 1 , the twisted product ofMöbius band and circle.
More precisely, we have a décomposition M, = B, u A, u Q, where A( is a compact domain converging to a subinterval of X away from the endpoints and 5, and C, are the components of the closure of the complement of At. It follows from the fibration theorem that Ai is homeomorphic to F t x I, where Fi is either S 2 or T 2 . We proved that if/v » S
